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Foodservice distributors face unique challenges including SKU proliferation, 
and escalating customer demands for availability, accuracy, and shorter  
delivery windows. Add to the mix, supply chain volatility, and shortages of  
truck drivers and warehouse workers, and many foodservice distributors are  
looking for new answers to stay competitive.

Within the four walls of the warehouse, foodservice DCs represent a unique 
optimization challenge. Lucas understands these unique challenges and  
has worked with many foodservice distribution companies over our 24-year 
history. For example, we understand the complexities of creating the most 
optimum pallets to optimize selector efficiency and speed. 

The Lucas Warehouse Optimization Suite can bring efficiency to your DC 
processes through AI-based methods that reduce travel by optimizing 
assignments of work and by defining optimal pick sequences and pick paths.

Tackling the challenges in foodservice distribution



Powered by Jennifer™ Intelligence
Based on thousands of person-years of accumulated 
operations experience in hundreds of DCs around the 
world, the Lucas Warehouse Optimization Suite helps 
foodservice distributors transform their DC operations and 
continuously adapt to changing markets and customer 
demands. The suite is powered through unique AI-based 
optimization that is embodied in Jennifer™ - the brains, 
orchestration engine and voice of the solution. Jennifer™ 
incorporates a variety of AI, machine learning and other 
decision-making technologies that are used to optimize 
and orchestrate DC operations.

Example results

122% productivity improvement

40% reduction in selector travel time

80% reduction in errors

50% reduction in labor hours

33% increase in throughput

Jennifer™ uses order, inventory and location data from other
systems and applies real-time AI-based algorithms to optimize
work assignments and tasks.

Optimization

Orchestration

Communication
Jennifer™ communicates with people, robots, automation  
and IT systems via standard user and system interfaces.

Jennifer™ organizes and orchestrates work across people,  
robots and other automation systems.

Use the smartest warehouse software  
in the industry
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Through AI-based optimization and adaptive workflows, the Lucas Warehouse Optimization
Suite empowers foodservice distributors to meet new demands by setting new standards for 
employee productivity and accuracy, improving management effectiveness and evolving with 
your business.

“Far and away, it’s the best decision I ever 
made and the best product I ever brought 
in. This thing paid for itself in less than a 
year.”
 - Chris Timmons, Executive VP of Operations, Eby-Brown

Maximize productivity, accuracy, and service

Reduce travel and double 
productivity with AI-based travel 
optimization

Increase efficiency and ease of use 
with easy-to-use multi-modal mobile 
applications

Reduce training and onboarding with 
intelligent voice-directed and speech 
recognition technology

Increase accuracy with efficient 
selection/put validation and 
optimized audit criteria

Optimize the productivity of people 
and robots with intelligent work 
orchestration

Optimize productivity with AI-based 
dynamic slotting

Improve manager effectiveness with the 
Lucas management console

Improve worker safety with hands and 
eyes free voice-directed applications
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Intelligent pallet matching
Jennifer™ uses order, inventory, and location information from the WMS 
and other systems and applies AI-based algorithms to create optimized 
assignments. Unlike simple route-based pallet sequencing in a WMS, 
Jennifer™ considers order priority, selection location, travel cost, product 
attributes, and other factors to create optimal multi-pallet units of work. 
Jennifer™ evaluates millions of potential combinations to determine the 
“best match” or grouping of work from among the available pallets. 

Significantly reduce selector travel with  
Dynamic Work Optimization

Lucas Systems has taken a different approach to reducing travel that builds on lean process 
engineering principles. Dynamic Work Optimization is a unique capability, powered by Jennifer AI 
and years of experience in the foodservice industry.  Jennifer™ increases pick density and reduces 
travel in selection and other travel-intensive DC activities. Additionally, AI-based optimization with 
Jennifer™ does not require any changes to warehouse layouts or storage systems. With Dynamic 
Work Optimization, foodservice distribution companies have seen up to 40% reduction on selector 
travel.

Dynamic prioritization
In today’s world of order streaming and increasing customer demands, 
having the capability to adjust warehouse operational priorities on the 
fly is a competitive advantage. Dynamic prioritization helps operators 
automatically manage changing priorities such as dispatch time, taking into 
account variables such as route and order type.

Path optimization
Traditional picking or selection systems use simple selection sequences 
that direct workers up one aisle and down the next in a snaking pattern. 
Jennifer™ path optimization algorithms use a virtual map of a facility to 
compute an ideal travel path that does not follow a strict location sequence. 
The algorithms take into account a user’s starting and end points, aisle travel 
restrictions (one-way aisles, for example) and other factors. 
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Beyond AI-based optimization, the Warehouse Optimization Suite includes a variety of
interfaces to orchestrate and communicate with managers, workers, systems, devices, and 
machines.

Making the lives of workers and managers easier 
with human-centered applications

Management Console
The Lucas management console 
provides managers with real-time 
performance visibility and control 
of operations. Beyond monitoring 
operations, managers can manage 
workers and work in process, 
and update rules, settings and 
configurations.

Voice Technology
Lucas voice technology 

incorporates an industry-best 
speech recognition platform that 

uses dual speech engines and 
deep neural network technology to 

provide optimal performance across 
languages, users and challenging 

DC environments.

Mobile Application
The Lucas mobile application 
runs on a wide variety of 
Lucas certified devices. The 
user interface combines voice 
direction (Jennifer™ voice), 
speech recognition, scanning, 
display and RFID.
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“Our case picking rates were 
about 135-145 cases per hour 
in the old system and now 
it is about 180, which is a 
greater than 25% increase 
in productivity. In addition, 
selection errors were reduced 
by 44% within months of 
implementation. We have 
improved the productivity and 
quality of life for selectors.”

- Murray Hertzberg, President at Ace Endico

Lucas Systems helps companies transform their 
distribution center operations and continuously 
adapt to changing market dynamics. We dramatically 
increase worker productivity, operational agility,  
and accuracy and reduce the need for labor.

Lucas solutions are built on 24 -plus years of deep 
process expertise and smart software using AI-based 
optimization technologies. Our solutions feature 
Jennifer™, the brain, voice, and orchestration engine 
that drives performance improvement gains. We help 
you make the smartest moves at the lowest cost  
with Jennifer™.

Let’s turn your foodservice 
distribution operation into 
a competitive advantage, 
together.

Foodservice 
industry leaders 
work with Lucas

Visit www.lucasware.com/contact or call  
(724) 940-7000 for more information.


